
 

Benton County Master Gardeners Annual Report by Committee 

In doing this report, fill in the information that is relevant for your committee.  Information about outreach contacts, 

volunteer hours, number of volunteers, helps reflect what we actually do.  If you have actual figures, use them.  If you 

have estimates, use that. If your projects are very complex, you may reflect it the best way possible for you on the 

second page. Don’t fret. This is a new experiment.  

Committee Name__KVCS GARDEN________ Date/Year 2022.      _   Months of Activity: ___JUNE - AUGUST_______ 

Contact Person/People with e-mail address/contact information 

___Nancy__LaMunyon_____nancylamunyon@gmail.com___ 

Names of  Committee Members  and/ or number of active volunteers:  

_Jim_LaMunyon___lamunyon@hotmail.com_________12__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Basic Purpose of Committee: Teach gardening principles for Kings Valley residents at the KVCS garden so they can 

grow their own vegetables and learn how to maintain their own garden by volunteering during the summer at the 

community garden._______________________________ 

Estimate of Total Hours Volunteered___170__        OR    Actual total hours volunteered (if you know): __________

Goals for this year: 

1.Teach ten 15 minute sessions of various garden 

topics. 

2.Increase the number of volunteeers. 

3. Expand expand education and service 

opportunities.______________ 

Specific tasks: 

__Ask the volunteers what gardening topics they are 

interested in Learning about this coming summer. 

__________________________________________

How did this year’s goals and completed tasks meet the BCMGA mission for education? ___J im taught 15 minute mini 

classes on various garden topics at the beginning of each Fridays garden work session. He made flyers to give to each 

volunteer with resource links for each topic covered. ________________________________________________ 

Event(s)______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Number of Working Meetings____8_____________________________ 

Number of Contacts/Participants___12_________________ 

Number of BCMG Volunteers Involved_____2__________ ______________      

Has the committee made any changes this year that made contact or project more efficient or met the educational 

goal better? 

_____no___________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__ 



Are there any recommendations, tasks or areas of information the committee wants to pursue over the next 

year?_____________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Has your committee  made any adjustments for special needs participants?___________________________________ 

_______no_________________________________________________________________________________________

__ 

BUDGET AND FUNDING:  Was Project adequately funded?_yes___If not, what might be 

useful_____________________ 

Has your committee used any Special Allocations?____no_________What feedback was given to  Special Allocations 

about the use of these funds for your project?  (Written statement or photos?) 

 

Total Spending for the Year______none_______________ 

Budget Amount for the Year______none_____________ 

Any additional Information can be added here: 

 

 

 

 

Any photographs or materials reflecting the projects for the previous year: 

Yes, I can email photos. 

 

 

Submitted by___Nancy LaMunyon_______________________________ 

Date___12/12/2022___________________________ 

Thank you for doing this! 

 

                                                 


